ABSTRACT (Continue on reverse if necessary and identify by block number)
An efficient, direct measurement, mode survey test procedure is presented. The procedure derives from the recognition that single-shaker frequency response functions of a linear, elastic structure can be scaled and summed to yield frequency response functions corresponding to multiple-shaker excitation.
Thus, the operations to establish the multiple force levels needed to isolate modes for measurement can be perfermed numerically on a small laboratory computer/data acquisition system. In addition, this also introduces the possibility of numerically identifying mode parameters from single-shaker frequency response functions by using traditional sine-dwell testing techniques. It is the purpose of this discussion to introduce a more efficient approach to multi-shaker sine-dwell mode survey testing. The procedure derives from the principle that the total response of a linear, elastic structure consists of the superposition of responses to the individual excitation sources.
Assuming that linearity has been confirmed experimentally, frequency response functions obtained with single shakers can be scaled and summed numerically to yield frequency response functions corresponding to multiple-shaker excitation.
Thus, the adjustments to establish force levels needed to isolate each mode for measurement can be performed numerically. The final forces can then be applied to the structure and the entire mode vector measured.
This also introduces the possibility of identifying mode parameters from single-shaker frequency response functions using traditional multi-shaker II.
RESPONSE TO HARMONIC EXCITATION
The behavior of a large class of linear, elastic structures subjected to multiple harmonic forces (F}f(t) can be described in modal coordinates by the matrix differential equation of motion
The coordinate transformation between physical coordinates {x(t)} and modal
and the matrix of mode shape vectors [$] has been normalized with respect to the mass matrix such that
Equation (1) 
In Equation (5) Equations (5) and (10) yield equivalent frequency response functions. However, by using Equation (10) the frequency response functions corresponding to each exciter are established individually. The superposition of these functions then yields the frequency response function corresponding to multiple shaker excitation. The advantage of using Equation (10) is that the response to a different set of force levels can be obtained by simply scaling the appropriate transfer functions and then summing them.
This suggests an efficient approach to multi-shaker sine-dwell mode surveying and introduces the pcsibility of using these techniques in a post-test mode identification procedure. Single-shaker excitation could be used to obtain frequency response functions for various locations of interest. The shaker can then be moved to another location (or another shaker can be used) and a new set of frequency response functions obtained. This can be repeated for several shaker locations. Now, to obtain the frequency response functions corresponding to multiple shaker excitation, all that is needed is that the appropriate functions be summed. Also, if different force levels are desired, the corresponding frequency response functions need only to be scaled before being added.
ii
III. ISOLATION CF TARGET MODE
Before introducing the mode identification procedure, a systematic approach to establishing the required force levels for mode isolation will be described. However, practical aspects of mode shape modal contamination need to be addressed first.
Assume for the moment that the test article can be harmonically excited at all its degrees of freedom. Equation (5) indicates that the test article can be made to vibrate in a single normal mode by appropriately adjusting the shaker force levels F such that the only nonzero modal force is that of the target mode. In practice, however, the number of degrees of freedom greatly exceeds the number of available shakers. Therefore, perfect isolation is not possible and some degree of modal contamination will have to be accepted.
Modal contamination can be quantified by calculating the mass weighted orthogonality between measured mode vectors that have been normalized to unit modal mass. Let the "measured" mode vectors 4 m)e and {$m f consist of the quadrature components of total response and be defined as 4 m)e = We + b{O}f (11) and {$m}f = {$}f + c{}e (12) The orthogonality aef between {$m)e and { m}f is therefore It should be noted that contamination by additional modes would only introduce higher order terms in Equation (14) . Thus, to a first approximation, Equation (15) The above equations indicate that adequate mode isolation, from an offresonance mode, will exist if the product of the quadrature admittance ratio and modal force ratio is less than b when {m}e is measured and less than c when { m)f is measured.
For lightly damped structures the ratio (0k/)t) will decrease rapidly with increasing frequency separation between the two modes. Thus, careful attention to the applied forces, which determine the modal force ratio (Qk/Qt), is necessary only for modes close in frequency to the target mode. Since this is usually a small number, only a few shakers will be needed to satisfy the requirements of Equations (16), (17) , and (18). Therefore, we shall proceed with the understanding that perfect isolation of a target mode is not necessary, and that adequate isolation can be achieved with a relatively small number of shakers.
In Reference 4, Anderson formulated a systematic approach to isolate and measure modes using multi-shaker sine-dwell excitation. Anderson's procedure recognizes the natural selectivity of lightly damped jtrucLul ; to greatly decrease their quadrature response with increasing separation between the natural frequency and excitation frequency. Thus, as indicated by Equations (16) and (17), careful attention to the applied forces will generally be necessary only for modes in close frequency proximity to the target mode. Should an isolation group consist of more modes than there are available shakers, force patterns can still be obtained using a least-square error approximation:
However, the isolation of target modes will generally not be as complete as when the number of shakers equals the number of modes in the isolation group.
An example is presented in Reference 4.
IV. MODE IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE
A more efficient approach to multi-shaker sine-dwell testing than practiced heretofore will now be proposed. We will take the perspective that the procedure will be implemented on a small laboratory computer. It will be assumed that standard data acquisition and Fast Fourier Transform software are available as part of the total mode identification package to be described.
Furthermore, we will assume that sufficient accelerometers have been deployed such that motions of all resonant components, of all modes within the frequency range of interest, can be measured.
The first step of the procedure is to acquire the needed frequency response functions. We begin by selecting a number of potential shaker loca- Typically, only one or two iterations will be required to obtain the forces that will produce adequate isolation. The refined forces can then be applied to the structure, the frequency of excitation adjusted to maximize target mode quadrature response, and the entire mode vector measured. If frequency response functions were obtained for all accelerometer locations, the above scaling and summing operations could be performed for all coordinate locations. The mode shape is then obtained as the peak quadrature response, at w nt' from each transfer function. Thus, each mode shape can be isolated and recorded without collecting any additional data off the structure.
Damping should be obtained from the coincident response functions established in the final iteration using
In the above equation t is the critical damping ratio, wnt is the target mode natural frequency, and wa and wb (Wa > W b) are the frequencies adjacent to
Wnt at which the coincident response peaks.
V. NUMFRICAL SIMULATION OF A TEST
To demonstrate the mode identification procedure, an analytical simulation of a test will be used. The "test article" mass and stiffness properties are presented in Table 1 . The frequency response functions for single-shaker excitation were obtained using the closed form complex solution to the equations of motion (Eq. (5)]. Critical damping ratios of 0.02 were assigned to each of the eight modes. Response values were calculated every 0.60 rad/sec. We begin the simulated test by exciting the structure with a single shaker at coordinate X 2 and then at coordinate X We process the response data at various coordinates into frequency response functions. Two of these transfer functions are presented in Figure 1 . A review of this data indicates the presence of three modes in the 19 to 23 Hz range and two modes in the 28 to 32 Hz range. In this simulation we will restrict our attention to modes with frequencies below 50 Hz. We will need two isolation groups.
The first group will consist of the three modes in the 19 to 23 Hz range, and the second group will consist of the two modes in the 28 to 32 Hz range.
Since the first group consists of three modes, three excitation locations must be selected. Data from two of these locations can then be used to isolate the two modes in the second group.
We select coordinates X 2 , X 5 , and X 6 for the multiple excitation locations.
We start by forcing the structure with a single shaker at coordinate X 2 , and then process the response data at all eight coordinates into frequency response functions. The transfer functions for coordinates X 2 , X 5 and X 6 are presented in column one of Figure 2 . We then excite the test article at coordinate X 5 and again establish frequency response functions for all eight coordinates.
The functions for coordinates X 2 , X 5 and X 6 are presented in the second column of Figure 2 . This is repeated a third time with excitation at coordinate X . The corresponding frequency response functions for coordinates X 2 , X 5 and X 6 are presented in the third column of Figure 2 . To establish the required multiple-shaker force levels, estimates of mode shape values (quadrature components) at the shaker locations are needed. For the first isolation group, we will use the frequency response functions obtained with single-shaker excitation at coordinate X 6 . The approximate mode shape values are simply the peak quadrature response near the estimated natural frequency of each mode.
-------_
If an obvious peak is not discernible, the value at the estimated frequency of the mode can be u~ed. Next, we will establish the frequency response functions associated with the calculated, multiple-shaker force levels. We begin with the force levels calculated for the first mode, i.e., the first column of [F] . First, we multiply the shaker location frequency response functions obtained with singleshaker excitation at coordinate X 2 (first column of Fig. 2 ) by F2, 1 = 0.644 (the subscripts 2 and 1 denote the coordinate and mode number, respectively).
Next, we multiply the functions obtained with single-shaker excitation at coordinate X 5 (second column of Fig. 2 ) and coordinate X 6 (third column of Having established the modes in the first isolation group we can now proceed to the second group. There are two modes in this group; therefore, we will need two excitation locations. We select coordinates X 2 and X 6 since frequency response data already exists for these locations. From the transfer functions obtained with single-shaker excitation at coordinate X 2 (first column of Fig. 2 ) we obtain estimates of the mode shape values for the first of the two modes in the isolation group. For the second mode in the isolation group, we obtain estimates from the frequency response functions associated with single-shaker excitation at coordinate X 6 (third column of Fig. 2 ). 1.0 -0.016
The calculated force patterns, for all practical purposes, are equivalent to single shaker excitation, and this is how in practice the modes should be excited. However, for the purposes of this simulation we will repeat the frequency response function scaling and summing operations to establish the multi-shaker equivalent transfer functions. From these we can then extract the peak quadrature response values and establish the mode shapes.
The multi-shaker equivalent frequency response functions for coordinates X I and X8 are presented in Figure 4 . Initially, it would appear that the first three modes of the system are contaminating the fourth and fifth modes. As these data indicate, the test success criterion of the mass weighted orthogonality between pairs of modes being less than 0.10 was satisfied after the first iteration. Thus, the operations to establish force levels needed to isolate each mode for measurement can oe performed numerically on a small laboratory computer/data acquisition system. The derived forces can then be applied to the structure and the entire mode vector measured. Thus, multiple-shaker excitation of the structure is not required until shaker locations and force levels have been established numerically.
The procedure introduced herein can also be used to numerically identify mode parameters, from single-shaker frequency response functions, with traditional multi-shaker sine-dwell testing techniques. All that is required is that frequency response functions, corresponding to each excitation location, be measured for all accelerometer locations. This quantity of data is already collected for many of the existing analytical mode identification procedures.
Appropriate force levels can be established to isolate each mode, and all corresponding transfer functions can then be scaled and summed numerically.
The mode parameters are then established directly from the resulting multishaker equivalent frequency response functions. It should be noted, however, that this approach still needs to be tested with experimental data. Also, as with any other mode survey test procedure, the test article should not be released until modes of acceptable quality have been established.
The numerical mode identification procedure presented herein has, in the opinion of the author, several advantages over other numerical curve fitting procedures. However, the principal advantage is that the dynamic properties are established directly from scaled, linear combinations of single-shaker frequency response functions. No analytical curve fitting is required. Thus, the disadvantage of interpreting numerical curve fitting results, as required by the existing post-test mode identification procedures, is avoided. The proposed procedure will not yield computational modes since any mode to be identified has been selected by the engineer from a review of the raw frequency response data.
